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ABSTRACT
The caustic technique measures the mass of galaxy clusters in both their virial and infall regions and, as a byproduct,
yields the list of cluster galaxy members. Here we use 100 galaxy clusters with mass M200  1014 h−1 M extracted
from a cosmological N-body simulation of a ΛCDM universe to test the ability of the caustic technique to identify
the cluster galaxy members. We identify the true three-dimensional members as the gravitationally bound galaxies.
The caustic technique uses the caustic location in the redshift diagram to separate the cluster members from the
interlopers. We apply the technique to mock catalogs containing 1000 galaxies in the field of view of 12 h−1 Mpc
on a side at the cluster location. On average, this sample size roughly corresponds to 180 real galaxy members
within 3r200, similar to recent redshift surveys of cluster regions. The caustic technique yields a completeness, the
fraction of identified true members, fc = 0.95 ± 0.03, within 3r200. The contamination, the fraction of interlopers
in the observed catalog of members, increases from fi = 0.020+0.046−0.015 at r200 to fi = 0.08+0.11−0.05 at 3r200. No other
technique for the identification of the members of a galaxy cluster provides such large completeness and small
contamination at these large radii. The caustic technique assumes spherical symmetry and the asphericity of the
cluster is responsible for most of the spread of the completeness and the contamination. By applying the technique
to an approximately spherical system obtained by stacking the individual clusters, the spreads decrease by at least
a factor of two. We finally estimate the cluster mass within 3r200 after removing the interlopers: for individual
clusters, the mass estimated with the virial theorem is unbiased and within 30% of the actual mass; this spread
decreases to less than 10% for the spherically symmetric stacked cluster.
Key words: cosmology: miscellaneous – dark matter – galaxies: clusters: general – gravitation – large-scale
structure of universe – methods: data analysis – techniques: miscellaneous
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1. INTRODUCTION
Galaxy clusters provide crucial information to our under-
standing of the large-scale cosmic structure and to constrain
cosmological models. They populate the high-mass tail of the
mass function of virialized galaxy systems; their abundance
and redshift distribution depend on the average density of the
universe and the normalization of the power spectrum of the ini-
tial density perturbations (e.g., Voit 2005; Diaferio et al. 2008;
Borgani 2008). Clusters are a hostile environment to galaxies
and are thus also a unique tool to investigate the connection
between environment and galaxy properties (e.g., Domı´nguez
et al. 2001; Martı´nez et al. 2008; Skibba et al. 2009; Huertas-
Company et al. 2009).
Separating the galaxies that do actually belong to the cluster
from the interlopers—the galaxies that happen to lie in the field
of view but are not dynamically linked to the cluster—is crucial
to derive accurate estimates of the cluster properties, including
its mass (Perea et al. 1990), or the color and star formation
gradients of its galaxy population (Diaferio et al. 2001a).
Interloper rejection techniques are numerous and their so-
phistication has progressively increased over the years, thanks
to the increased quality and richness of the observational data:
over the last decade, the handful of clusters with tens of mea-
sured redshifts within ∼1–2 h−1 Mpc of the cluster center has
increased by at least a factor of 10 (e.g., Rines et al. 2003; Rines
& Diaferio 2006; Geller et al. 2011).
Early observations of galaxy clusters do not usually extend
into the outer regions of the system. Early interloper rejection
techniques identify galaxy members solely on the basis of their
redshift separation from the cluster center. The gravitational
potential well can however become substantially shallower at
increasing radius and the combination of velocity and radial
distance is now an essential ingredient for the identification
of galaxy members in samples that extend to the cluster virial
radius and beyond.
The caustic technique (Diaferio & Geller 1997; Diaferio
1999, 2009; Serra et al. 2011) identifies the escape velocity
profile of galaxy clusters from their center to radii as large
as 3r200, where r200 is the radius of the sphere whose average
density is 200 times the critical density of the universe. The
technique was thus applied to estimate the gravitational potential
well and the mass profiles of galaxy clusters to radii that extend
to the cluster infall region (see reviews in Diaferio 2009 and
Serra et al. 2011). Where the cluster is in the appropriate redshift
range for weak lensing mass estimation and a comparison is
thus possible, caustic and lensing masses agree within 30%
at the virial radius (Diaferio et al. 2005; Geller et al. 2013),
whereas at smaller and larger radii the two mass estimates show
a systematic offset of at most 50% and 20%, respectively (Geller
et al. 2013).
Because the technique measures the escape velocity profile,
a byproduct of the caustic procedure is the identification of
interlopers. Compared to other interloper rejection algorithms
the caustic technique has two major advantages: (1) it does not
require the system to be in dynamical equilibrium and (2) it does
not rely on the derivation of the cluster mass profile to remove
interlopers. These advantages enable the technique to identify
interlopers both in the central and outer regions of clusters,
where other techniques cannot be applied. The caustic technique
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assumes spherical symmetry, an assumption that is common
to most methods. In addition, when used as a mass estimator
method, the caustic technique returns correct mass estimates if
clusters form by hierarchical clustering and thus they have the
internal kinematical and dynamical properties, including the
shape of the velocity anisotropy profile, that clusters generally
have in these models.
The caustic technique as an interloper rejection algorithm, or
some simplified versions of it, was applied to real clusters to
investigate the dependence of galaxy properties on environment
(e.g., Rines et al. 2000, 2004, 2005; Mahajan & Raychaudhury
2009; Herna´ndez-Ferna´ndez et al. 2012; Hwang et al. 2012), and
to provide robust estimates of the cluster velocity dispersion and
mass (e.g., Benatov et al. 2006; Lemze et al. 2009; Zhang et al.
2011, 2012).
Thanks to the approximate self-similarity of self-gravitating
systems, the technique can also be applied to reject stellar
interlopers in galaxies: Brown et al. (2010) used the caustic
method results to estimate the velocity dispersion profile of
the stars in the Milky Way halo, and Serra et al. (2010)
demonstrated that a proper stellar interloper rejection alleviates
the tension between the internal velocity dispersion profiles of
the Milky Way dwarf satellites and the expectations of Modified
Newtonian Dynamics. Yegorova et al. (2011) also probed the
dark matter distribution in the outer regions of disk galaxies by
identifying their satellites with the caustic technique.
Despite this extensive application, the caustic technique has
never been exhaustively explored as a method to identify inter-
lopers. Here, we provide a thorough analysis of its performance
and of its random and systematic errors. In Section 2, we briefly
describe the caustic technique, whereas in Section 3 we present
the mock cluster catalogs. In Section 4, we discuss the tech-
nique performance. We finally investigate the impact of our in-
terloper rejection on the cluster mass estimates in Section 5.
We compare the performance of our method with other re-
jection techniques in Section 6. Conclusions are presented in
Section 7.
2. THE CAUSTIC TECHNIQUE
In hierarchical clustering, clusters of galaxies form by the
aggregation of smaller systems. The accretion is not purely
radial (e.g., White et al. 2010), because galaxies within the
falling clumps have velocities with a substantial non-radial
component. Therefore, the galaxy velocities are set by the local
gravitational potential more than by the radial infall expected in
the spherical collapse model (Diaferio & Geller 1997).
When observed in the redshift diagram—the plane of the line-
of-sight velocity v of the galaxies in the cluster rest frame versus
their projected distance r from the cluster center—the cluster
members populate a region with a trumpet shape approximately
symmetric along the r-axis (Kaiser 1987; Rego¨s & Geller 1989;
van Haarlem & van de Weygaert 1993). The caustics define
the boundaries of this region whose amplitude A(r) decreases
with increasing r. Diaferio & Geller (1997) demonstrate that
A(r) is a combination of the profile of the escape velocity from
the cluster and the profile of the velocity anisotropy parameter
β(r) = 1 − (〈v2θ 〉 + 〈v2φ〉)/2〈v2r 〉, where vθ , vφ , and vr are the
longitudinal, azimuthal, and radial components of the velocity
v of a galaxy, respectively, and the brackets indicate an average
over the velocities of the galaxies in the volume d3r centered
on position r.
In a spherically symmetric system, the average square of the
velocity of the system members at radius r is 〈v2〉 = 〈v2los〉g(β),
where 〈v2los〉 is the component of the line-of-sight velocity and
g(β) = 3–2β(r)
1 − β(r) . (1)
For the escape velocity at radius r, we have 〈v2esc(r)〉 =−2φ(r), where φ(r) is the gravitational potential. If the am-
plitude A(r) measures the average component along the line of
sight of the escape velocity at radius r, namelyA2(r) = 〈v2esc, los〉,
we obtain the relation
−2φ(r) = A2(r)g(β) ≡ φβ(r)g(β). (2)
This equation shows the dynamical information contained in
the observable caustic amplitude A(r). Being a combination
of the gravitational potential profile and the function g(β),A(r)
can provide the estimate of both the escape velocity profile from
the cluster and the mass profile of the cluster (Diaferio & Geller
1997; Diaferio 1999). We emphasize that the entire argument
outlined above holds regardless of the stability of the system.
To measureA(r) we need to locate the caustics in the redshift
diagram. The technique consists of three major steps: (1) the
construction of a binary tree based on the projected galaxy
pairwise energy; (2) the determination of a threshold to cut the
binary tree; and (3) the identification of the cluster center to
obtain the redshift diagram and determine the galaxy number
density on this diagram.
At the first step, all the galaxies are arranged in a binary tree
according to their pairwise binding energy
Eij = −Gmimj
Rp
+
1
2
mimj
mi + mj
Π2, (3)
where Rp is the pair projected separation, Π is the line-of-sight
velocity difference, and mi = mj = 1012 h−1 M are the two
galaxy masses assumed to be constant.
The binary tree is built as follows: (1) initially each galaxy is
a group gα; (2) the binding energy Eαβ = min{Eij}, where Eij
is the binding energy between the galaxy i ∈ gα and the galaxy
j ∈ gβ , is associated with each group pair gα, gβ ; (3) the two
groups with the smallest binding energy Eαβ are replaced with a
single group gγ and the total number of groups is decreased by
one; (4) the procedure is repeated from step (2) until only one
group is left. Figure 1 shows the binary tree of a random sample
of 200 particles extracted from a simulated halo selected from
the N-body simulation described in the next section, whereas
Figure 2 shows the celestial coordinates of the same particles
with the same color code as in Figure 1.
The second step of the caustic technique procedure is the
threshold choice. The tree arranges the galaxies in potentially
distinct groups; however, to get effectively distinct groups and
to specifically define the set of candidate members, we need to
cut the tree at some level. This level sets the node from which
the candidate members hang. All these candidate members do
not necessarily coincide with the optimal members that are
determined by the caustic location. Below we will extensively
illustrate the reason for this distinction between candidate and
optimal members.
In order to choose the threshold to cut the binary tree, we
identify the main branch as the branch that emerges from the
root and contains the nodes from which, at each level, the largest
number of galaxies (or leaves) hangs. The leaves hanging from
each node x of the main branch provide a velocity dispersion
σxlos. When walking along the main branch from the root to
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Figure 1. Dendrogram representation of the binary tree of a random subsample of 200 particles in the field of view of a simulated cluster. The particles are the leaves of
the tree at the bottom of the plot. The particles within 3r200 in real space are highlighted in black. The thick path highlights the main branch of the tree. The horizontal
lines show the levels at the two nodes x1 (upper line) and x2 (lower line) that limit the σ plateau shown in Figure 3. The upper node x1 is the threshold where the
tree is cut and the main group is the structure hanging from this node. Only as a guide, some nodes are labeled on the left-hand side, with their number of associated
particles, the descendants, in brackets.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
Figure 2. Celestial coordinates of the subsample of 200 particles in the field of
view of the simulated cluster whose binary tree is shown in Figure 1. The color
code is the same as in Figure 1.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
the leaves, σxlos rapidly decreases due to the progressive loss
of galaxies that are most likely not associated with the cluster
(Figure 3); σxlos then reaches a “σ plateau” at some node x1.
Most of the galaxies hanging from this node are members; in
fact, the system is nearly isothermal and the removal of the less
bound galaxies does not affect the value of σxlos. At some point
of the walk along the main branch, the loss of the most bound
galaxies, whose binding energy is very small, causes σxlos to drop
again. This second rapid drop identifies the nodes x2 which sets
the limit of the σ plateau. The first node x1 closest to the root is
the appropriate level for the identification of the system and we
define the galaxies hanging from it the candidate members of the
cluster. They determine the center of the system, its radius, and
its line-of-sight velocity dispersion. These quantities are used to
build the redshift diagram.
The third step of the procedure is the location of the caustics
in the redshift diagram. The caustics are the curves satisfying
the equation fq(r, v) = κ . Here fq(r, v) is the galaxy number
density in the redshift diagram, namely the plane (r, v), and κ
is the root of the equation
〈v2esc〉κ, R = 4〈v2〉. (4)
The function 〈v2esc〉κ, R =
∫ R
0 A2κ (r)ϕ(r)dr/
∫ R
0 ϕ(r)dr is the
mean caustic amplitude within R, ϕ(r) = ∫ fq(r, v)dv, 〈v2〉1/2
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Figure 3. Velocity dispersion of the leaves of each node along the main branch
of the binary tree shown in Figure 1. The square and the triangle show the nodes
x1 and x2, respectively. The curve between x1 and x2 is the σ plateau. The dashed
line shows the line-of-sight velocity dispersion of the particles within the sphere
of radius 3r200.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
is the velocity dispersion of the candidate members, R is their
mean projected separation from the center, and q is a smoothing
parameter (see Diaferio & Geller 1997; Serra et al. 2011 for
details).
Figure 4 shows the result of this procedure on the redshift
diagram. We stress that the procedure to locate the caustics is
independent of any assumption on the dynamical equilibrium of
the system, of the shape of g(β) and of the gravitational potential
profile φ(r); this procedure actually measures the combination
of g(β) and φ(r) expressed by the caustic amplitude A(r)
(Equation (2)).
3. SIMULATED CLUSTERS AND MOCK CATALOGS
We use the synthetic galaxy clusters described in Serra et al.
(2011) selected from the N-body simulation of Borgani et al.
(2004). The simulation models a cubic volume of 192 h−1
Mpc on a side of a flat ΛCDM model, with matter density
Ω0 = 0.3, Hubble parameter h = 0.7, normalization of the
power spectrum σ8 = 0.8, and baryon density Ωb = 0.02 h−2.
The simulation contains 4803 dark matter particles with mass
mDM = 4.6 × 109 h−1 M and, initially, 4803 gas particles with
mass mgas = 6.9 × 108 h−1 M. The simulation was run with
GADGET-2 (Springel 2005). Further details of the simulations
and the dark matter halo identification are given in Borgani
et al. (2004). In the following, we limit our analysis to the
gravitational dynamics of the dark matter distribution. In fact,
both N-body simulations (e.g., Diaferio et al. 2001b; Gill et al.
2004; Diemand et al. 2004; Gill et al. 2005) and observations
(e.g., Rines et al. 2008) indicate that any velocity bias between
galaxies and dark matter is negligible.
We consider the 100 dark matter halos with mass
M(< r200) ≡ M200  1014 h−1 M at redshift z = 0. We locate
each halo at (α, δ) = (6h, 0◦) and redshift cz = 32,000 km s−1.
We simulate the compilation of the redshift catalog of a galaxy
cluster by projecting each halo along 10 random lines of sight.
For each of these lines of sight, we choose two additional di-
rections orthogonal to the first one and to each other. We end
up with 3000 mock redshift catalogs. Each catalog contains a
random sample of 1000 particles distributed within a rectangu-
lar parallelepiped centered on the cluster with a squared field of
Figure 4. Redshift diagram of the subsample of 200 particles in the field of
view of the simulated cluster whose binary tree is shown in Figure 1. The black
lines with error bars are the caustics located by the caustic technique. The cyan
lines are the real caustics determined by the profiles of the escape velocity and
the velocity anisotropy parameter derived by the three-dimensional information.
The dots show the particles in the catalog and the color code is the same as in
Figure 1.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
view of 12 h−1 Mpc on a side and 192 h−1 Mpc deep. With this
number of particles in the field of view, we obtain a distribu-
tion of the number of particles within the sphere of radius r200
that has median 101 and percentile range [10%, 90%] equal to
[51, 226]; the median number of particles within 3r200 is 185
and the percentile range [10%, 90%] is [96, 408]. These num-
bers are comparable to the sample sizes of recent large galaxy
redshift surveys of clusters and their surroundings, such as CIRS
(Rines & Diaferio 2006) and HeCS (Rines et al. 2013).
The binary tree algorithm applied to the individual mock
catalogs gives a center of the cluster and a velocity dispersion
of the candidate members. The center and velocity dispersion
determined with the binary tree are close to the correct quantities
in most cases (Serra et al. 2011). Specifically, in 2678 mock
catalogs (89% of the cases) the algorithm locates the center
on the expected cluster; in the remaining 11% of the cases,
the field of view is particularly crowded with numerous groups
and clusters, and the cluster of interest might not be the most
massive cluster in the field. In these cases, the algorithm
identifies the center of a different cluster. In a similar situation
happening with catalogs of real clusters, we will relocate the
center on the cluster of interest. Here, we simply remove
these problematic catalogs. Among the 2678 correctly identified
clusters, the estimated velocity dispersion within 3r200 is within
5 (30)% of the real one in 50 (95)% of the systems; the center
deviations are smaller than 0.◦07 on the sky and 250 km s−1
along the line of sight in 90% of the clusters. The largest
discrepancies between the correct center and the center found
by the algorithm occur in systems with evident substructures
that produce multiple peaks of the particle number density
distribution. When happening with catalogs of real clusters,
these cases can yield off-centered redshift diagrams. This
problem can be removed by relocating the center on the most
luminous galaxy of the cluster or on the peak of the X-ray
emission. In our mock catalogs, we do not keep these systems,
but further remove those catalogs where the center found by the
algorithm has an offset greater than 0.5 h−1 Mpc on the sky or
4
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Figure 5. Logarithm of the number density distribution of the particles in the
plane of binding energy vs. clustrocentric distance. The top bar shows the color
scale, with the number density distribution normalized to the total number
of particles in the diagram. Binding energies and clustrocentric distances are
normalized to the three-dimensional velocity dispersion σ and r200 of each
individual cluster, respectively. The number density distribution includes all the
particles from the entire sample of 2420 mock catalogs.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
greater than 400 km s−1 along the line of sight. Thus, the final
number of mock catalogs reduces from 2678 to 2420.
4. IDENTIFICATION OF CLUSTER MEMBERS
4.1. Definition of Members
A galaxy is a cluster member if its binding energy is negative,
namely if its velocity v is lower than the velocity vesc(r) required
to escape the cluster when the galaxy is at distance r from
the cluster center: v2 < v2esc(r). Figure 5 shows the number
density distribution of the dark matter particles in our mock
cluster catalogs in the plane of binding energy versus the three-
dimensional (3D) clustrocentric distance. The plot includes the
entire sample of 2420 cluster catalogs.
Figure 5 shows that a substantial fraction of bound particles
have clustrocentric distance much larger than r200 (Wojtak et al.
2007). Therefore, in principle, we might use a different and
simpler criterion to define a cluster member: a galaxy whose
clustrocentric distance is smaller than, for example, 3r200. This
criterion is actually more restrictive than the criterion based
on the binding energy, as Figure 5 suggests. Nevertheless, we
include this criterion in the following analysis, for the sake of
comparison. Hereafter, we call 3D members these two sets of
members defined on the basis of the 3D information.
We expect that the caustic technique identifies the 3D mem-
bers as the galaxies within the caustics in the redshift diagram.
In the following we will also consider a criterion based on the
binary tree. As described in Section 2, the caustic technique
arranges the galaxies in a binary tree according to their pairwise
projected binding energy; by cutting the tree at the σ plateau,
we define a set of candidate members. In the following analysis,
we show that the choice of this name is appropriate, because
the interloper contamination of this set of candidate members is
larger than the contamination of the set of members determined
by the caustic location.
In conclusion, we consider two definitions of 3D members:
(a) galaxies with negative binding energy; (b) galaxies
Figure 6. Redshift diagram of 1000 particles of a synthetic cluster. The black
lines with 1σ error bars and the cyan lines are the estimated and true caustics,
respectively. The symbols are the particles in the catalog; the blue dots are the
bound particles. There are 636 particles between the upper and lower caustics.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
within 3r200; and two possible criteria for their identification:
(1) galaxies within the caustics in the redshift diagram; (2) galax-
ies on the main branch of the binary tree cut at the σ plateau.
Hereafter, we refer to the members identified with methods
(1) or (2) as 2D members.
In Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we focus on the performance of
the first and second criteria, respectively. We compute two
relevant quantities: the completeness fc, which is the fraction
of 3D members that are also identified as 2D members, and
the contamination fi, which is the ratio between the number of
particles taken as 2D members that are actually interlopers and
the total number of 2D members.
4.2. 2D Members: Caustic Location
Figure 6 shows the redshift diagram of a cluster from our
sample, with the bound galaxies defined as the 3D members,
shown as blue dots. As expected, most of the 3D members are
within the caustics.
To illustrate how the method performs on average in this
case, we compute the completeness and contamination profiles
of each cluster. At each radius, we consider the median of the set
of profiles and their dispersion. The upper left panel of Figure 7
shows the median differential profile of the completeness fc and
the regions containing 50%, 68%, and 90% of the profiles.
Only at small radii does the caustic algorithm remove a few
percent of the 3D members, because the caustic amplitude
is slightly underestimated, as can be seen in the example of
Figure 6. The caustic criterion thus provides a completeness
close to 0.95 at radii smaller than 0.2r200, and increases to 1.0
at larger radii.
The median differential contamination (Figure 7, bottom
left panel) is larger than 0.1 at radii larger than 2r200, but
the cumulative contamination (Figure 7, bottom right panel)
remains below 0.09 at 3r200. Table 1 gives the corresponding
68% levels for the cumulative profiles of fc and fi.
Figure 8 reproduces the same redshift diagram of Figure 6
with red dots the particles within 3r200 from the cluster center
defined as the 3D members. In this case, most 3D members are
within the caustics, but, at large radii, many particles within the
caustics are not 3D members. In fact, in a sample of particles
extracted from a spherical halo whose number density profile
5
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Figure 7. Upper panels: differential (left panel) and cumulative (right panel) median profiles (solid squares) of the completeness fc, where the 3D members are the
bound galaxies and the 2D members are the galaxies within the caustics. Lower panels: differential (left panel) and cumulative (right panel) profiles of the contamination
fi. The darkness of the shaded areas is proportional to the profile number density on the vertical axis. The dotted, dashed, and dot-dashed lines limit the areas including
the 50%, 68%, and 90% of the profiles, respectively.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
Table 1
Cumulative Completeness and Contamination for Members Identified through Caustic Location and Binary Tree Algorithm in Individual Clusters
Caustic Bound Galaxies Galaxies within 3r200
Location fc − σ fc fc + σ fi − σ fi fi + σ fc − σ fc fc + σ fi − σ fi fi + σ
r200 0.921 0.956 0.984 0.005 0.020 0.066 0.917 0.953 0.983 0.014 0.042 0.118
2r200 0.908 0.951 0.981 0.015 0.047 0.126 0.903 0.947 0.980 0.053 0.125 0.256
3r200 0.875 0.947 0.980 0.027 0.080 0.193 0.898 0.946 0.980 0.143 0.273 0.418
Binary
Tree fc − σ fc fc + σ fi − σ fi fi + σ fc − σ fc fc + σ fi − σ fi fi + σ
r200 0.990 1.000 1.000 0.010 0.031 0.083 0.990 1.000 1.000 0.020 0.050 0.129
2r200 0.981 1.000 1.000 0.034 0.078 0.156 0.984 1.000 1.000 0.073 0.149 0.274
3r200 0.953 0.997 1.000 0.067 0.133 0.233 0.980 1.000 1.000 0.190 0.306 0.443
Note. Cumulative completeness fc and contamination fi at r200, 2r200, and 3r200, and their 1σ dispersion, where the 3D members are the bound particles (left) or the
particles within 3r200 (right) and the 2D members are the particles within the caustics (top) or in the main group of the binary tree (bottom).
decreases with radius, the number of particles within a given
3D radius r observed in projection can fall to zero beyond a
projected radius re  r; obviously, re decreases with the size of
the particle sample. For a Navarro et al. (1997) number density
profile and for a sample of 185 particles within 3r200 (the average
number of particles in per cluster sample), we find that the
number of particles with a 3D distance smaller than 3r200 is zero
at projected distances larger than re ∼ 2.6r200. The differential
contamination fi for the entire sample remains smaller than 0.1
within r200, on average, but increases dramatically at larger
radii and reaches fi = 1 at r ∼ 2.6r200. It follows that the
corresponding cumulative profile of the fraction of galaxies
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Table 2
Cumulative Completeness and Contamination for Members Identified through Caustic Location in the Stacked Cluster
Caustic Bound Galaxies
Location N = 50 N = 200
fc − σ fc fc + σ fi − σ fi fi + σ fc − σ fc fc + σ fi − σ fi fi + σ
r200 0.854 0.921 0.971 0.000 0.026 0.059 0.946 0.970 0.982 0.021 0.034 0.052
2r200 0.812 0.898 0.959 0.000 0.055 0.100 0.945 0.967 0.981 0.051 0.071 0.088
3r200 0.758 0.881 0.947 0.022 0.076 0.129 0.939 0.965 0.980 0.080 0.106 0.128
Note. Cumulative completeness fc and contamination fi at r200, 2r200, and 3r200 with their corresponding 1σ dispersion, with the bound particles as the 3D members
and the particles within the caustics as the 2D members for the stacked cluster with N = 50 (left) and N = 200 (right) particles within 3r200.
Figure 8. Same as Figure 6, with the red dots the 3D members defined as the
particles within the sphere of radius 3r200.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
identified as members when they are actually interlopers reaches
0.27 at 3r200 (Table 1).
On the other hand, the profiles of the completeness we obtain
with this definition of 3D members are very similar to Figure 7:
the method yields a large (∼0.95) and stable completeness to
radii as large as 3r200 (Table 1).
4.3. 2D Members: Main Group of the Binary Tree
We now evaluate the completeness fc and the contamination
fi of the set of members identified with the binary tree.
With the bound galaxies as the 3D members, the completeness
fc = 1.00 is constant over the entire range of r (Table 1). The
median differential contamination fi reaches a maximum value
of ∼0.4 at r > 2.5r200. The cumulative profile thus reaches the
value 0.13 (Table 1) at r = 3r200. The differential profile of
fi shows that, if the bound galaxies are taken as 3D members,
using the binary tree procedure introduces interlopers at r >
0.8r200; this result is somewhat worse than the caustic location
performance shown in the previous section, because the caustic
location, on average, provides samples without contamination
up to r = 1.5r200 (Figure 7). Overall, however, when we adopt
the bound particles as 3D members, both the caustic location and
the binary tree give high levels of completeness (fc ∼ 0.95–1.0)
and low levels of contamination (fi ∼ 0.08–0.13) within 3r200.
In the case of the galaxies within 3r200 as 3D members
(definition (b) in Section 4.1), the completeness fc has a constant
median value fc = 1.0 (Table 1). Clearly, applying the binary
tree procedure to determine the members of a cluster guarantees
an extremely high completeness of the sample. On the other
hand, the median differential contamination fi is smaller than
0.1 at r < r200, and increases at larger radii up to 1. This high
contamination at large radii translates into a cumulative fi of
0.31 at 3r200 (Table 1). The reason for this large contamination
at large radii derives from the decreasing of the number density
profile, as discussed in Section 4.2.
4.4. Identification of Members in Stacked Clusters
As expected, the results listed in Table 1 indicate that the
caustic location is more effective than the binary tree algorithm
in identifying 3D members and that the binding energy criterion
is more appropriate than the geometrical criterion to define
members based on 3D data. Table 1 also shows the spreads of the
completeness and contamination. These spreads originate from
the random and systematic errors of the caustic technique, which
are mostly due to the assumption of spherical symmetry (Serra
et al. 2011). In addition, we expect that the performance of the
technique depends on the number of galaxies in the catalog.
To quantify these effects, we stack our 3000 mock catalogs
and randomly choose particles in the catalog until we obtain a
given number N of particles within 3r200 from the cluster center
in real space. The stacking was done by scaling the coordinates
with r200 and the 3D velocity dispersion of each cluster. Here
we show the results for two extreme cases with N = 50 and
N = 200. We compile 100 different catalogs for each value of
N, and we apply the procedure to determine the main group of
the binary tree and to locate the caustics on the corresponding
redshift diagrams. The completeness and contamination profiles
are shown in the upper panels of Figure 9 for N = 50 and in the
lower panels for N = 200. We only show the case where the
bound galaxies are the 3D members, and the caustic location is
used to select the 2D members. The profiles show that the effect
of increasing N from 50 to 200 is not significant on the median
completeness and contamination profiles, but the associated
spreads drop by at least a factor of four for the completeness
and a factor of two for the contamination (Table 2).
5. MASS ESTIMATION
In this section, we analyze the effect of our interloper removal
methods on the estimation of the mass, because interlopers have
a non-negligible impact on the mass estimation, especially at
large radii, where interlopers can cause an overestimate of the
mass as large as a factor of three (Perea et al. 1990).
We consider the three standard methods described in Heisler
et al. (1985): the virial, the average, and the median mass
estimators. All estimators assume that the galaxies have equal
mass and the system is in a steady state. The virial mass estimator
is
MVT = 3πN2G
∑
i v
2
los i∑
i < j 1/R⊥, ij
, (5)
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Figure 9. Cumulative completeness fc (left panels) and contamination fi (right panels), where the 3D members are the bound galaxies and the 2D members are the
galaxies within the caustics, for the samples built from the stacked cluster with N = 50 (upper panels) and N = 200 (lower panels) particles within 3r200. The shaded
areas and lines are the same as in Figure 7.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
where N is the number of galaxies with measured redshifts, vlos
is the line-of-sight velocity, and R⊥,ij is the projected separation
between galaxy i and galaxy j. We do not add the surface pressure
term in this analysis, because the correction that it introduces is
expected to be smaller than 10% (Rines et al. 2007).
The median mass estimator is supposed to be less sensitive to
interlopers, because if interlopers in velocity populate the tails
of the distribution of the quantity (vlos i − vlos j )2R⊥, ij , which
is estimated for each of the N (N − 1)/2 pairs, the median of
this quantity is a more robust estimate than the mean. The mass
is thus
MMe = fMe
G
med{(vlos i − vlos j )2R⊥, ij }, (6)
where the coefficient fMe = 6.5 is calibrated with N-body
simulations (Heisler et al. 1985).
If we take the mean, rather than the median, we obtain the
average mass estimator
MAV = 3fAV
GN (N − 1)
∑
i
∑
i < j
(vlos i − vlos j )2R⊥, ij , (7)
where fAV = 2.8 is again calibrated with N-body simulations
(Heisler et al. 1985). As mentioned above, one expects that
the virial and average mass estimators are more sensitive to
interlopers than the median mass estimator.
We apply these three estimators to our samples after removing
the interlopers with our two different procedures: (1) the caustic
location and (2) the binary tree.
The top panel of Figure 10 shows the results of applying
the mass estimators to individual clusters within r200, 2r200,
and 3r200. On average, the mass estimate is unbiased when
the member galaxies are identified with the caustic location,
whereas it is biased high by at least 20% when the member
galaxies are extracted from the main group of the binary
tree. This result confirms our expectation that the caustic
location removes interlopers more efficiently than the binary
tree procedure. As expected, the median mass estimator is
the method less sensitive to the presence of interlopers: in
fact, it yields the values of Mest/Mtrue closest to one when
the interlopers are removed with the less efficient binary tree
procedure.
For comparison, we also show the mass estimated with the
caustic technique applied to the full sample of particles, because,
in principle, the technique is not affected by the presence of
interlopers. With all the estimators, the spread increases with
radius. For the caustic technique, this increase derives from the
smaller number of galaxies available for locating the caustics.
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Figure 10. Ratios Mest/Mtrue between the cluster mass estimated with various methods and the true mass derived from the N-body simulation. The mass estimators
are applied to individual clusters within r200, 2r200, and 3r200 (top panel) and to the stacked clusters with N = 50 and N = 200 (bottom panels). Mest is estimated
with the virial theorem (squares), the median (diamonds), or the average (solid circles) mass estimators; the interlopers are removed with the caustic location (gray),
or the binary tree (violet). The error bars show the 68% range of the distributions. The open circles show the mass estimated with the caustic technique on the full
particle sample, because the caustic technique mass is not affected, in principle, by the presence of interlopers.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
For the other estimators the system is required to be in virial
equilibrium that does not necessarily hold at radii larger than
r200; therefore, at these radii, the three standard estimators are
more likely to return an incorrect mass.
In addition, part of these spreads derives from the assumption
of spherical symmetry. The bottom panels of Figure 10 show
the mass estimates of the stacked clusters with N = 50 and
N = 200. The spreads for the case N = 50 are slightly
smaller than in the case of individual clusters (upper panel of
Figure 10), despite the fact that, on average, individual clusters
have 185 galaxies within 3r200, a factor of 3.7 larger than the
N = 50 stacked cluster (bottom left panel of Figure 10). In
the stacked clusters, the assumption of spherical symmetry is
basically correct; therefore, the spread only derives from the
sample size. In fact, the spreads further reduce by a factor of
roughly 25% in the case of the N = 200 stacked cluster (bottom
right panel of Figure 10).
We finally note that in the case N = 50, the mass estimate is
biased low by 20%. In this case, in fact, the number of galaxies
within r200 is only 27, on average, and the velocity field is too
poorly sampled to return a correct mass.
6. DISCUSSION
Proper estimates of the mass of galaxy clusters and of the
properties of their galaxy population depend on the accurate
separation between the cluster members and those galaxies
that appear projected in the cluster field of view but are not
dynamically linked to the cluster.
Numerous methods to identify and remove interlopers in
galaxy clusters have been suggested in the literature. The algo-
rithms are based either on the line-of-sight velocity separation of
the galaxy from the cluster center alone or on both the velocity
and the projected separations. The former class of algorithms is
suited for galaxy samples that only survey the central regions of
the clusters. These algorithms include the 3σ clipping method
(Yahil & Vidal 1977), which assumes that the velocity distri-
bution is close to Gaussian, the gap method (Zabludoff et al.
1990; Beers et al. 1990), and the adaptive kernel method (Pisani
1993). However, not all interlopers have large velocity separa-
tions from the cluster, as Figure 6 illustrates. These interlopers
are difficult to identify and can generate a rather counterintuitive
systematic error: they can cause a slight underestimate, rather
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than an overestimate, of the cluster velocity dispersion (Cen
1997; Diaferio et al. 1999; Biviano et al. 2006).
Rather than iterating over the velocity dispersion, like the
3σ clipping method does, one can iterate over the virial mass:
at each step, one removes the galaxy that causes the largest
mass variation (Perea et al. 1990). The projected and virial mass
estimators (Heisler et al. 1985) are sensitive to the presence of
interlopers in different ways; comparing their mass values can
also be used to identify interlopers (Wojtak et al. 2007). Iterating
over the mass provides more robust results than iterating over
the velocity dispersion, because interlopers can affect more the
estimate of the size of the cluster, which enters the mass estimate,
than the velocity dispersion (Diaferio et al. 1999).
When galaxy catalogs survey large cluster regions, the meth-
ods described above can be extended and applied to galaxy
subsamples separated into bins of projected distances to the
cluster center (Fadda et al. 1996). Thus, the velocity distribu-
tion assumed to be Gaussian at each radius can have different
widths at different radii (Prada et al. 2003), or the velocity dis-
persion in the 3σ clipping method can be derived at different
radii by solving the Jeans equation for a steady-state system and
isotropic galaxy orbits (Łokas et al. 2006).
A step forward an interloper rejection algorithm based on a
dynamical approach derives from the following consideration:
from an extensive galaxy sample we can actually extract
information on the dependence of the escape velocity on the
clustrocentric distance (den Hartog & Katgert 1996). Based
on this idea, most algorithms first estimate the mass profile
by assuming dynamical equilibrium and then, from these mass
profiles, derive the escape velocity as a function of the projected
distance to the cluster center. The final solution thus must be
obtained by iteratively removing the identified interlopers until
the mass profile converges.
Here, we have shown the performance of the caustic tech-
nique, used as an interloper rejection algorithm. The technique
only uses the number density distribution of galaxies in the
redshift diagram to estimate directly the escape velocity pro-
file from the system. Unlike the methods mentioned above, the
caustic technique relies neither on the assumption of dynamical
equilibrium nor on the estimate of the mass profile. Therefore,
the technique does not require any iteration; in addition, the
estimate of the cluster mass profile is a further step that is un-
necessary for identifying the interlopers and it is a step that we
have not taken here.
In the presence of extensive surveys, interloper rejection
algorithms based on the estimate of the mass or on the escape
velocity usually perform better than algorithms solely based on
the velocity distribution (e.g., Wojtak & Lokas 2007; Wojtak
et al. 2007; White et al. 2010). Wojtak et al. (2007) perform an
extensive comparison of a number of different algorithms. They
conclude that the method by den Hartog & Katgert (1996) is
the most effective at removing interlopers, producing samples
with average contaminations fi in the range 0.02–0.04 within
one projected virial radius.
These values are in perfect agreement with our median fi =
0.02 (Table 1). However, there are two noticeable differences
between our analysis and theirs: the dynamical state of the
clusters and the sample extension. The caustic technique is
independent of the dynamical state of the cluster, and, in fact, we
only adopt the cluster mass as the criterion to build our sample
of 100 simulated clusters. On the contrary, in their sample of 10
simulated clusters, Wojtak et al. (2007) pay particular attention
to only include relaxed systems that have no sign of ongoing
mergers, because the den Hartog & Katgert (1996) method
requires dynamical equilibrium to be effective. Merging clusters
require more sophisticated approaches (see, e.g., Wegner 2011
and references therein), like the caustic technique.
In addition, the dynamical equilibrium assumption clearly
limits the analysis to projected radii smaller than the virial
radius, where the equilibrium is expected to hold, whereas the
caustic technique enables the identification of interlopers to
much larger radii. We find that, with the caustic technique, the
median contamination increases to fi = 0.047 and 0.080 at
2r200 and 3r200, respectively, with a median completeness fc
that remains larger than ∼0.95. No other methods that remove
interlopers in these regions are currently available.
When we use the caustic technique to identify interlopers,
the virial mass estimator returns a mass overestimated by 10%
within r200, similar to the results of Biviano et al. (2006), who
removed interlopers with a combination of the gap procedure
(Girardi et al. 1993) and the method of den Hartog and Katgert
(Katgert et al. 2004; den Hartog & Katgert 1996) from mock
clusters with more than 60 members. This bias is not present
when we use the median and average mass estimators. At radii
larger than r200, where only the caustic technique can be used
to remove interlopers, all mass estimates are unbiased.
7. CONCLUSION
The caustic technique identifies the escape velocity profiles
of galaxy clusters to radii as large as 3r200; we can thus estimate
the cluster mass in regions where the cluster is not necessarily in
dynamical equilibrium. The performance of the caustic method
as a mass estimator has been tested on both N-body simulations
(Diaferio & Geller 1997; Diaferio et al. 1999; Serra et al. 2011)
and real clusters (Diaferio et al. 2005; Geller et al. 2013),
regardless of their dynamical state: when we compare the caustic
mass with the gravitational lensing mass in a combined sample
of 22 clusters, the two estimates generally agree (Diaferio et al.
2005; Geller et al. 2013).
Here, we have investigated an additional use of the caus-
tic technique: the interloper rejection method. In this case,
the technique relies only on the location of the caustics on
the redshift diagram and makes no use of the mass profile
of the cluster. We have tested the ability of the method to iden-
tify the cluster galaxy members by using 100 galaxy clusters
with mass M200  1014 h−1 M extracted from a cosmologi-
cal N-body simulation of a ΛCDM universe. Unlike the case
of the mass estimate, where we compare the caustic technique
with gravitational lensing, we cannot test the interloper rejec-
tion method on real clusters. However, the caustic technique is
based on the hypothesis that clusters form by hierarchical clus-
tering; wide observational evidence, based on X-ray and optical
data, including gravitational lensing studies (e.g., Diaferio et al.
2008; Borgani & Kravtsov 2011), suggest that this hypothesis
is well founded. Therefore, we expect that N-body simulated
clusters are a reasonable representation of real clusters and that
the results of our analysis can be safely applied to real clusters.
Our mock catalogs contain 1000 galaxies in the field of
view of 12 h−1 Mpc on a side at the cluster location. The
true 3D members, defined as the gravitationally bound galaxies,
are compared to the galaxies identified as members with the
caustic technique. We find a completeness of fc = 0.95 ±
0.03 within 3r200, whereas the contamination increases from
fi = 0.020+0.046−0.015 at r200 to fi = 0.08+0.11−0.05 at 3r200. The
lack of spherical symmetry in clusters of galaxies causes
most of the spread of the completeness and the contamination
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profiles. In fact, when applying the technique to samples
built from a spherically symmetric stacked cluster, the spreads
decrease by at least a factor of two. No other technique for
the identification of the members of a galaxy cluster provides
such large completeness and small contamination at these
large radii.
The mass estimated with the virial theorem within 3r200,
after removing interlopers in the case of individual clusters,
is unbiased and is within 30% of the actual mass. The use of
the spherically symmetric stacked cluster decreases the spread
to less than 10%.
For the sake of clarity, we remind readers of the systematic
error that our interloper rejection method can introduce: the
membership identification is based on identifying the caustic
amplitude with the escape velocity tout-court, whereas the
caustic amplitude, which we measure independently of the
knowledge of g(β), of the mass profile and of the gravitational
potential profile, actually is the escape velocity corrected by
the factor g−1/2(β) (Equation (2)). The fact that we neglect this
correction factor when we identify the caustic amplitude with
the escape velocity can propagate in an incorrect separation of
the cluster members from the interlopers. Our excellent results
show that, despite this simplification, the caustic method can
satisfactorily separate the members from the interlopers.
The increasing amount of data in clusters of galaxies (Geller
et al. 2011) requires adequate tool for extracting the information
they contain and properly comparing them with the output of
the galaxy formation modeling that is increasingly sophisticated
(Saro et al. 2012).
The caustic technique can provide accurate estimates of the
dark matter distribution in the outer regions of galaxy clusters
and information on the dynamical connection between galaxies
and clusters. The first piece of information is relevant for our
understanding of the formation of cosmic structure and can even
constrain the properties of dark matter (Serra & Domı´nguez
Romero 2011) and the theory of gravity (Lam et al. 2012).
Determining the membership of galaxies in the outskirts of
clusters is unique to the caustic method. Applying the algorithm
to a large sample of clusters can provide the first accurate
measure of how the gradients of properties of the cluster galaxy
population, such as color and star formation rate, merge into
the field. In addition, it might provide the first determination of
galaxy membership in the filaments surrounding clusters that
represent the preferred path of mass accretion (Pimbblet et al.
2004; Colberg et al. 2005; Arago´n-Calvo et al. 2010; Gonza´lez
& Padilla 2010); this piece of information can thus enlighten
the connection between the formation of galaxies and the large-
scale structure. In future work, we will investigate the reliability
of the caustic method in performing these measurements and
assess the impact that these measures can have on the models
of the formation of the cosmic structure.
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